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The Original
Blessed Herbal Candles

Astral Travel
Attraction/Love
Emotional Balance(Water)
Energy-Will (Fire)
Female Energy
Happy Home
Healing
Heart
Inspiration (Air)

BHC - Bulk Votives
Available in 17 Blessed Herbal Candle

Blends; Labeled and Unlabeled.

10-Hour Votives  made with
envorinmentally safe zinc core wick

We tapped into the ancient
mystical secrets of herbal magic,
and by all of our customer’s
accounts, IT WORKS!

Making magical herbal candles is
something we take very seriously.
Starting with purposeful recipes
and high-quality materials, we
add in the magic of personal
blessings while hand pouring
them during the phase of the
moon that will intensify their
energy.  The 18 styles available
address any need one may
encounter in their travels through
life. We have been making this
line of candles since 1992, keeping
time with the phases of the moon

and watching the magic of Coventry grow with each batch of candles.

Returning time and again, our customers tell us that each candle is a unique experience that uplifts
and enriches their lives. 1.5” x 7”- 36 hour candles

Quality Ingredients
Coventry candles are made with high quality ingredients that are standard to the candle
manufacturing industry. Each ingredient is chosen for its quality and effectiveness in
manufacturing and consumption.

Wax: We use a food grade paraffin wax that has the lowest crude content for its melting
point. We chose this wax for its consistency in mottling, reaction to fragrance and burn
quality. We chose paraffin for our wax due to price point, ease in handling and
environmental concerns. Paraffin is a by-product of the oil industry that if not used in
various products would end up in the environment.  We have researched studies by the
FDA, EPA and other independent sources and have found there is little discernable
difference in the environmental impact of paraffin compared to other waxes.

Wicks:We use wax coated cotton wicks in all of our candles. The votives have a zinc core
center, which has not shown any adverse health concerns.

Scent: Our candles are scented with a combination of cosmetic grade fragrance oils and
medicinal grade essential oils. Even our fragrance oils are manufactured with a high
percentage of essential oils.  We use this combination to create a candle that has a
generous scent on the shelf and when lit, without being overpowering.  Some of our
customers tell us that Coventry Candles are the only candles that don’t cause an allergic
reaction in them.
(More information  can be found at  www.type40sales.com)

Shipping Information
We ship world wide!

Please allow 2-3 business days after receipt of payment for item to leave the Product
Distribution Center.

UPS is our standard carrier, but we may use Fedex, Bax or other carriers if it can
increase your savings.

We cannot ship to PO or APO boxes.

Customers willing to drive to our Distribution Center are able to pickup orders.
Please allow the same 2-3 business day processing time for availability of pickup orders.
Our business hours are from Monday - Friday, 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.

Payment Information
We accept all major credit cards for online orders.  (Visa, MasterCard, Discover and
American Express)  We also accept PayPal and pre-pay Money Orders, for more
information please call our  sales department at (800) 810-3837.

Terms
May be available upon approval.

Lover/Pan
Male Energy
Needed Change (Banish)
Prosperity
Protection
Sacred Space (Altar)
Spirit Guide
Stability (Earth)
Vision Quest (Meditation)

NEW BLENDS!!
Fertility
Inner Balance
Love’s Enchantment
Money Draw
Spell Reversal
Spiritual Cleaning

*NEW DISPLAY SIZE!
Call About Display Package

ALSO
AVAILABLE
IN SPANISH!
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Blessing Kits

Abundance
Clearing Relationships

Correct Choice
Creative Energy

Dreams Come True
Fertility

Get Well
Good Karma

Happy Marriage
Healing

Home Blessing
Love & Lust

Luck
Miracles

New Baby Blessing
New Job

Office Blessing
Passion

Peace
Spell Breaker

Success
Tranquility
Transition

Triple Blessing
Abundance
Dreams Come True
Good Karma
Happy Marriage
Healing
Home Blessing
Love & Lust
Miracles
New Baby
Renewing
Relationships

The Original
Blessed Herbal Family

Wanna rock your world? Try a
Blessing Kit or Triple Blessing and
experience  magic x 3. You might ask,
“What is it that makes them so
effective?” We will let you in on their
secret - it is the proven power of the
Blessed Herbal Candles multiplied!

The twenty-three unique
combinations of Blessing Kits and ten
combinations of Triple Blessings
address the bursts of energy we need
to create the life we desire.  Getting
right to the point, these hand-poured
triads fine tune the energies of the
Blessed Herbal Candles to a powerful
accuracy.

D i s c o v e r i n g  e a c h  n e w
combination is like small moments
of personal enlightenment. Once you
get the hang of it, make your own
combinations with the Original
Blessed Herbal Candles and become
additionally blessed.
Three - 10-hour Votives in each pack.
Environmentally safe zinc core wick

Pur i t y
Soaps

Did you know that just
about all store bought
soaps are not really
“soap”! They are bath or
beauty bars made from
detergents and not from
the natural, healing fatty
acids found in true soap.

Amaretto

Bergamot and Sage

Citrus Cleanser

Double Mint

Lavender

Mandarin

Neem Oil

Neem or for Pets

Pink Grapefruit

Rose Geranium

Rosemary

Sensitive Skin

Shoo! Flea Ban Dog Soap

Sinus Relief

Tea Tree & Lavender

E S S E N T I A L  O I L S
NATURAL

INGREDIENTS “After using Purity
Soaps, my daughter’s
eczema disappeared.
When we ran out and
used another bath bar, it
came right back.  We
are Purity Converts.”

Jacki Smith,
Coventry Creations

Only the finest ingredients are used
in our soaps.  Pure Olive, Coconut,
Palm Kernel oil for the base. Then we
super fat them with Shea Butter for its
optimal moisturizing benefit.

3.5 oz
hand poured bars

4” x 4.5” - 70+ hour pillar

*DISPLAY AVAILABLE!
Call About Display Package

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN SPANISH!
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The Original
Blessed Herbal Family

Quick
Spells

Affirmations
Angel
Dream Power
Goddess
Guardian P.
Healing
Home Blessing
Intuition
Inner Beauty

Love
Luck
Meditation
Passion
Prosperity
Soul Mate
Success
Tranquility

Quick Cash
Small Miracle
Reconcile
Broken Heart
Protection
Pet Blessing
Personal Power
Peace on Earth
Romance
True Love
Justice-Court Case
Happy Home
Good Job
Good Health
Good Friend
Dreams Come True
Spellbreaker
Spiritual Cleansing

Quick Magic needs a Quick Spell.

In the magical tradition
of the Original Blessed
Herbal Candles, we
created a “Quick Spell”
for you.  Packaged
together in a cute,
convenient travel size
tube,  you will find one
Blessed Herbal 10-hour
votive, a semi-precious
gemstone,  incense and a
beautiful blessing
complete with
instructions on how to get the most out of your spell.

Your customers will find these Quick Spells the perfect
complement to their favorite Blessed Herbal Candles. Always have a
Blessing handy to help your customers reach their dreams and
wishes and return for more.  Eighteen different spells to choose
from.

When a recipe works, don’t change it! Hand-poured with the Magic of the BHC, we created
this candle line to incorporate the life-changing powers of positive Affirmations. Embrace and
discover their success; body, mind & spirit.  Your thoughts are the first step to creating the life
you desire; the Affirmation candles are the next step.

Spell kit with 10-hour votive,
incense, stone and instructions

2” x 4” - 30-hour pillar

World
Magic

Witches Brew Candles
The Original, plus 6 more to stir up
some Witchy Magic.

Made with a whimsical air, these Witches Brew candles are very serious in their
power. The recipes come from our personal spell casting experiences blended with
good smells to create a candle chock full of witchy goodness.

The gorgeous scent of the Original Witches Brew has to be experienced at least
once in your life.  Made with exotic magical oils such as Dragon's Blood, Mugwort,
Frankincense  and Myrrh, this candle helps focus and intensify your magic.

Each candle is wrapped in black tulle and labeled with inspiring words in an
empowering spell. Don’t worry; we leave lots of room for your own crafting touch.
2.5” x 6.5”  - 70-hour pillar

Original Witches Brew

Amber Moon

Dragon’s Blood

Evil Eye

Eye of Newt

Love Spell

Spell Caster

Witches Brew Incense
1 hour hand dipped incense sticks in the
same powerful blends as the candles.

Available in 12 packs or 100 stick bulk
bundles.

*DISPLAY AVAILABLE!
Call About Display Package

*DISPLAY AVAILABLE!
Call About Display Package
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Moon
Magic

Drawing
Down the
Moon

Clearing Moon
Healing Moon
Lovers Moon
Full Moon
Harvest Moon
New Moon

Drawing Down the Moon
Candles tap into centuries
of wisdom and fill your life
with the Magic and
Mysticism of our Mother
Moon.

Since Moon Magic seems
to be a ‘forte’ at Coventry,
Drawing Down the Moon
was just a natural exten-
sion of our products. We
designed them, of course,
to be used at any time of
the lunar cycle to meet
your needs as they arise.

2” x 7.5”
fits in a 7-day holder

World
Magic

Continually expanding our spiritual search, we
incorporate the profound mystical experiences
from great wisdom that can be found glo-
bally.

Also Available in 24 Pack Bulk Votives

An altar candle used to create order out
of chaos, thus opening our minds to
divine wisdom.

Kyphi

2.5” x 6.5”
70-hour pillar

Blessed Herbal
Incense

Bulk bundles of 100 sticks
Pre-packaged 12 sticks bags

Astral Travel
Attraction/Love
Emotional
Balance(Water)
Energy-Will (Fire)
Female Energy
Happy Home
Healing
Heart

Inspiration (Air)
Lover/Pan
Male Energy
Needed Change
Prosperity
Protection
Sacred Space
Spirit Guide
Stability (Earth)
Vision Quest

NEW BLENDS!!
Fertility
Inner Balance
Love’s Enchantment
Money Draw
Spell Reversal
Spiritual Cleaning

Sacred White Sage

World Peace Candle

Pure essential oils with supreme grade
Sacred White Sage. One of the most
requested candles ever - you have to
experience this essential blend to believe the
power within.

Ingredients from the four corners of the
world to help create a web of peace for
our Earth.

Sacred Union

ALSO AVAILABLE AS INCENSE STICKS!
BULK BUNDLES OF 100 AND PREPACKS OF 12

2” x 7.5”  -
70 hour pillar

For handfasting, jumping the broom and
 any “Alternative” marriage ceremony.
Visit our website to read the blessing we wrote just for you.

NEW FOR  2006!

Buddha - Meditation
An ancient recipe for deep meditation and actualization of all senses.  Take your meditations to
a deeper level with ease when you light this candle.

World Peace

Ganesh - Remover of Obstacles
Ganesh rides upon a mouse, dances with bliss, creates mischief and removes obstacles from
your path.  What’s not to love?!

Green Man - Wild Man of the Woods
The Green Man is  a culmination of many male dieties of the forest.  Even as the old gods
faded away, the primal energy of the Green Man remains.  Call upon him to energize and
balance.

Temple - Altar
Before time began, a flame upon the altar represented the sacred blessings of dinity. This
candle is made from essences to ehance your sacred space and to invite the divine in.

Made in the same tradition as the Blessed
Herbal Candles, these sticks are more than
just a pretty smell!

*DISPLAY
AVAILABLE!
Call About
Display Package
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Myth & Magic...
...experience the Myth,
become the Magic

Goddess
& Myth

Who knew these candles would work so
well!

Originally designed to honor the
archetypes of myth within us all, we
discovered that these essences are alive
and well, and actively magical to boot.
They must have liked our recipies because
they make magic happen beyond our
wildest expectations!

The Myth & Magic candles were years in
the making. Our company library is filled
with books on myth, history and fantasy.
The funny thing is, we used very little of
what has already been written.

Angel - Miracles
Dragon - Power
Fairy - Inspiration

Company
of Angels
Abundance
Creativity
Family
Guardian
Guidance
Miracles
Romance
Sympathy

Angels are all
around us,

helping, watching
and waiting for

your call.
Listen to the choir

of angels that
inspired this
candle line.

Each Message and
prayer helps to
open your heart
and receive the
gifts each angel

brings.
2.5” x 6.5”
70-hour pillar

Inspirational
Candles

Counsel Candles

Dream Wisdom
Karma Clearing
Manifestation
Stress Relief

Life is a collage of
e x p e r i e n c e s ,
expectations and
events.  The counsel
candle line is the
gentle reminder that
you can sort it all out
and find out what it
means to you.  To get
the most out of these
beautiful candles,
reflect on the
interplay of image
and message on each
label.  Let the
therapeutic scents

relax and open your mind to the deeper spiritual counsel of your own
psyche.  Many of our own long term customers have been asking for the
next step in personal development.  The counsel candle is our answer to
them and you too!

2” x 7.5”
fits in a 7-
day holder

AVAILABLE SEPT - DEC ONLY

Gargoyle - Protection
Genie - Wishes
Phoenix - Strength

Invoking  the
Goddess

Aphrodite - Romance
Arachne - Destiny
Astarte - Passion
Brigit - Inspiration
Cerridwen - Spell Craft

Kwan-Yin - Peace
Lakshmi - Prosperity
Oya - Warriors
Rhiannon  - Justice

There is a goddess to call on for every
intention. Invoking the Goddess candles
are perfect for your personal altars, or
just to call upon the blessings and gifts
each goddess brings.

We did our homework to create a candle
with the appropriate color and scent fit
for a goddess. Invoke your patroness to
receive her special earthly rewards.

3” x 3.5” 40-hour pillars

Diana - Empowerment
Freya - Wisdom
Hekat - Crossroads
Hygeia -  Healing
Isis - Creation

*DISPLAY AVAILABLE! Call About Display Package
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Motor City
Hoo Doo

Mamma Renee’s
Gris Gris Gals

Ancestral  ~ Love ~ Money
Protection ~ Tranquil Home

Triple Witch
Incense

Single Scents
Allspice
Amber
Amber-Musk
Bergamot
Cedar
Cinnamon
Citronella
Clove
Cypress
Date
Dragon’s Blood
Fir
Frankincense
French Vanilla
Gardenia
Ginger
Honeysuckle
Jasmine
Juniper

Lavender
Lemon Balm
Lemon Grass
Lotus
Myrrh
Neroli
Patchouli
Peony
Peppermint
Pine
Rose
Rosemary
Sage
Sandalwood
Tangerine
Ylang

Hand Dipped to order, these 1 hour
incense sticks have exceeded our
expectations!  They are made in
Coventry’s magical tradition, each
blend and single scent of incense is
blessed for its unique intent and
made in accordance with the lunar
cycles.

The use of incense in spiritual practices
dates back to pre-herstory and is
another medium, like candles, that can
be used to communicate the essence of
magic.  To make incense, one must
apply all elements. Fire being the
transformational element to release the
magical vibrations and bring divine
influences.

The list below changes regularly, so check our webite or call for the latest offerings.

Magical Blends
African Sandalwood
African Rain
Air
Bast
China Musk
China Rain
Dreams
Earth
Earth Mother
Egyptian Musk
Fire
God
Goddess
Green Man

Lady of the Lake
Lavender Breeze
Love
Love Spell
Magic
New Mown Hay
Night Faerie
Opium
Rain
Sage Prayer
Spirit
Triple Goddess
Water

Motor City Hoo Doo Oils
Adam & Eve
Come to Me

Cleo Mae
Crown of Glory

Fiery Wall of Protection
Follow Me

Four Winds of Protection
Helping Hand

High Altar
High John
Lodestone

Lucky 7
Money Draw

Mystic Healer
Road Opener

Uncrossing
Van Van

.5 oz  brown bottles

Motor City Hoo Doo Oils are a natural for us.  We have
been blending our own oils for over 12 years, we just never
bottled them before.  And what a treat these oils are!  Use
them in ways and in places candles could never go.  Anoint
objects, put a drop in your shoes, rub some on your hands,
sneak some in the wash water, and use as a freshener; the
ideas are plenty and the magic is strong.  Each order of Hoo
Doo Oils come with a pamphlet to go on display with your
products.

Motor City Gris Gris Gals
The Gris Gris Gals are Spirit dolls that help create a
place of communication between the worlds of the living
and the realm of spirit.  Our Gris Gris Gals are just
what is needed when you need to get something done
and you keep getting in your own way or you’re looking
for the comfort of your loving ancestors.  Each Gal is
hand made by Mamma Renee and no two dolls are
alike.  Renee fills each doll’s bodice with herbs chosen
especially for its purpose, and places a removable paper
petticoat under her gown to write your wishes or spell
upon.
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Motor City
Hoo Doo

Motor City Hoo Doo Candles
Adam & Eve
Ancestral
Come to Me
Crown of Glory
Fiery Wall of Protection
4 Winds of Protection
Gossip Stop
Helping Hand
High Altar
Lucky 7
Money Draw
Mystic Healer
Nanny Ma’s Child Protect
Reversing (Large)
Road Opener
Scales of Justice
Self Made
Spiritual Cleansing
Tranquil Home
Uncrossing
Van Van (Large)

Motor City
Hoo Doo

Motor City Hoo Doo Mojo Bags

Boss Fix
Come to Me

Crown of Glory
Fiery Wall of Protection

Gossip Stop
Granny T’s Dream Potion

Helping Hand
Lucky 7
Lullabye

Money Draw
Nanny Ma’s Child Protector

Road Opener
Safe Travel
Self Made

Uncrossing

Hoo Doo is an ever-evolving tradition of earth magic with roots
deep into our ancestral past. Motor City Hoo Doo is Coventry’s
adaptation of Herbal Magic for Urban Folk.

Each item is hand made with herbs and blended essential oils and
include complete instructions.

Motor City Hoo Doo Soaps are
so self explanatory, you just have to
smile.  What a better way to do a
spiritual cleansing or uncrossing than
with soap!  Wash up with some
“Come To Me” and they will fol-
low.  Charge up your power hands
with some Lucky 7 soap.   Our soap
is hand made with super fat and
super healing ingredients.

2” x 4” - 30 hour pillar
(Large) 2” x 7.5” - fits in a 7 day holder

TM

Motor City Hoo Doo Candles
are inspired by the old-time Hoo
Doo recipes and conjures that
rootworkers incorporated into
every day magic.  Each recipe was
very carefully crafted to be
powerful, effective and work very
fast.  We provided a unique spell
with each candle, and encourage
you to add your own words to make
them personal.

Motor City
Hoo Doo
Soap

Come to Me
Lucky 7
Spiritual Cleansing
Uncrossing

Wash up with
Magic and

wear it’s
essence all day

long.

(3-4 oz bars)

Motor City Hoo
Doo Mojo Bags are
hand-made and
laced with all kinds
of Special Magic
from Coventry.
Combine the
provided ingredients
of your Mojo Bag
with common
ordinary  things
found in your home
to complete your
magical spell. Carry
it all with you to
keep your specific
purpose active while
you go about your
day.

Temporarily
Discontinued


